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What’s the problem?
Our grade II* listed Church, dating from the mid 13th century, is in need
of urgent repairs to its roof and walls. Major works were first identified as
necessary in a routine inspection in 2001. Patch repairs over the last years
have held the fabric together but the extent of urgent work required now
necessitates extensive re-roofing and masonry repairs.
With water entering through the roof, and visible damage to the internal
ceilings becoming more apparent, a recent specialised inspection of the
building fabric confirmed the continued deterioration and extent of
urgent repairs needed to both the roof and walls of the building.

The proposed project covers the most urgent works to renew the roof
covering of the building (except the chancel which, although in need of
repair, is currently weatherproof). Also included are urgent repairs to the
masonry and improvements to the above and below-ground drainage. This
work will ensure that the situation is stabilised enabling further work,
including enhancements to the interior of the Church, to provide a focal
point for additional activities in the village. The estimated cost of this
first phase of work is £350,000….
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With around 240 residents, the community is unable to cover the full cost
of these urgent repairs. We have been awarded a large grant by the
Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF) but this will not cover the cost of all the
work and we need to prove that we can raise a substantial amount
towards the repairs – by applying to other trusts for help, by using our
own limited resources and, most importantly, by getting behind the
project and raising funds ourselves.
Without this effort from our village, the Church will become unusable and
deteriorate even further. Costs will rise and this key part of Hinton
Waldrist’s history will be lost - potentially forever.
A small group of residents have already got together to drive forward this
plan and have started to pull together ideas. If you would like to support
efforts to meet this challenge, and make a positive contribution to our
community, please read on….
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Our Vision is:

‘To retain and maintain the heritage and rich
history of our 13th Century Church, reflecting
the character of our village, and providing a
welcoming space for all to worship and visit
from near and far.’
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Ways to deliver our Vision
Our Church roof needs urgent repair and we feel the need to adapt the use of
our building to the 21st Century. Maintaining it as a place of worship is central
to our vision but identifying new ways of using this historic and vibrant space is
key to ensuring its relevance for future generations and widening participation
in our community. We have identified the following key areas as being central
to delivering our Vision:
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Worship
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Our church will continue to
provide space to Worship - as
it has for centuries

Our Church will be preserved
for future generations (as it
was for us)

Widening
Participation

Future
Generations

Our Church will encourage
wider participation and use of
the space within our Church

Our Church will welcome
visitors and encourage them
to support our Vision

We will raise funds to make
sure the necessary repairs are
done to our Church
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The Friends of Hinton Waldrist Church Committee
A small committee has already formed and is working hard to get the necessary
applications ready for grants and other funding. But we need more help and
we need ideas and views from the whole community to make sure we shape
the use of the building and to put it back at the heart of our community –
whatever the faiths, beliefs or cultures of residents. To achieve this we plan
to encourage wide engagement in our activities – not only to raise funds but
also to encourage a sense of ownership and pride in our Church.

St Margaret of Antioch Church – The story so far….
Some excellent pub quiz questions:
Why is our Church closely associated with politics and pop royalty?
How did the Church move from Berkshire to Oxfordshire?
What aquatic mammal is represented in one of the stained glass windows
and is engraved on a Church bell?
Why did the 16 year-old Princess Victoria hear about Hinton Waldrist and
its Church in 1856?

Our Church dates back to some of Britain’s earliest recorded history and
with some gentle probing and research one can find a rich tapestry of
interesting facts. Indeed, just visiting the Church and taking the time to look
at what is already there can answer some of the questions above.
The Domesday Survey mentions 29 Churches in Berkshire - one of these
being in Hinton Waldrist (county boundary changes moved Hinton Waldrist
into Oxfordshire in 1974 thus ‘moving’ the Church into another county – so
just some lines on maps – no physical dismantling!).
Nothing remains of the original Church, which was almost certainly
destroyed when the present Church consisting of Nave, Chancel and
Western Tower were built in c1250. In 1290 the South Transept was added.
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Early in the 14th century the Nave was widened, the North Transept added
and the Tower remodeled. The Tower now houses a ring of six bells of
which three remain from the original casting of five bells in 1709 – and of
course we continue to hear them today due to the dedication of our
residents who keep them alive. They are rung regularly for services and
additionally by visiting ringers.
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The Church clock is today electrically powered having being converted from
being a manually wound clock and is reputedly accurate to one second
(check it next time you visit!). The original winding mechanisms – which
were used by residents entrusted with keeping the clock ‘ticking’ - are still
preserved in the Church Tower.
In addition to the C13th windows, there is a stained glass window in the
South Transept that was unveiled in 1984. Dedicated to the memory of a
highly decorated military officer and the local Member of Parliament, Airey
Neave DSO OBE MC, who lived in the village until his assassination by
terrorists in 1979.
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He is the last MP to have suffered a violent death in the grounds of the
Palace of Westminster and his funeral was attended, here in Hinton
Waldrist, by a wide cross section of politicians of the time including
Margaret Thatcher. As the first British Officer to escape from the notorious
Colditz prison during the Second World War, Airey Neave was a household
name at the time. Today a Trust still exists in his name dedicated to
promoting Freedom under the Law. Airey Neave’s grave can be found in
Hinton Waldrist Cemetery across from the Church on the Duxford
Road.
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The window itself has an interesting link to Chartres Cathedral (which is
about 80Km South West of Paris). During the war, Airey Neave helped to
save the Cathedral from being blown up and the link to Chartres was
remembered at his funeral and is still remembered today.
Inside the Church, wall tablets dating onwards from 1701 commemorate the
lives of members of the Loder family who owned the adjacent Manor from
1668 for over 250 years.
A space that serves as a place of Worship and reflection it also inspires
visitors and our plans for the future are designed to build on the legacy of
the past by ensuring that the building serves its community for the next
centuries.
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Widening Participation
The Friends of Hinton Waldrist Church have started to pull together ideas
and concepts to ensure we use the Church for the benefit of the whole
community:
Permanent displays – in the Airey Neave Chapel
Airey Neave – his War, his political role, his place in our village, his
untimely death
Loder-(Symonds) – Lords of the Manor – their story and influence
Brian May – Village Lost & Found – 1850s Hinton Waldrist and its pivotal
role in the work of Thomas Richard Williams (1824-71) who in the 1850s
created a collection of unique stereoscopic images recording the life of the
village,
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Temporary displays/ rotating exhibitions – designed to get people
returning to the Church
‘The previous Church restoration 1868/9’ and the new tenor bell cast in
commemoration. The story of the restoration and how it links to the
work we need to carry out today.
‘Duxford Village’– also in our Parish – an insight into this formerly very
important settlement on the River Thames.
‘Hinton – Royal Manor – life of the Manor from 1066 – why was Hinton
so important in 1066’ with an insight into a major archaeological
excavation at Hinton Manor which uncovered many finds going right back to
Roman times.

‘The Bells of Hinton’ – How the Church got its new bells in 1709 and how
they are kept ‘alive’ today.
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Visiting exhibitions

We plan to encourage visiting exhibitions to use the space in the Church.
We envisage art, literature, history and youth as key themes.
Ideas for community participation
‘Scenes in our Village 2015’ – Photography display and competition
recreating the stereoscopic images of 1850 with today’s cameras and by
today’s residents. The idea is to get villagers engaged by encouraging new
families to learn more about their village and Church in a fun way. A
calendar and other merchandise may follow.

‘Hinton in Flower’ – a celebration of gardening with a flower festival in and
around the Church.
Opening the Church to Visitors

Security concerns have led to the Church being locked for most of the time.
We plan to change this by improving basic security and opening up the
Church - particularly for the passing visitors who call in and to encourage
visits from local schools to explore their local history and to view exhibitions.
Improved signage from the road and the River Thames will encourage visitors
to discover our Church and the exhibitions we plan to hold.
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Fund Raising
Our application to the Heritage Lottery Fund is the cornerstone of our fund
raising effort but already we have exciting and relevant plans to meet our
contribution to this project.
Ideas being actively worked on range from a black tie dinner with an auction
of prizes, to a beer and music festival, to involving local school children in
designing a suitable logo for our campaign. Regular giving from residents
will also be a key feature of our efforts as will encouraging a sense of
ownership by all members of our community regardless of faith or beliefs.

Specific goals and activities
The total cost of this project has been outlined by an experienced
architect at £350,000 before VAT (which we will be able to reclaim).
We therefore need to raise around £100,000 to go alongside the
grant from the HLF.
We want to continue to explore all ideas from within our community
of how to use the Church spaces more often - and by a wider crosssection of the residents and visitors - without impacting on the primary
purpose of the Church in providing a place of worship.
After the successful completion of this project further work to
enhance facilities in the Church will be fully costed and planned
such as:
Installing toilet facilities
Improving disabled access
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Installing a small kitchen
Improving energy efficiency
Installing security measures which will allow the Church to be more
open and accessible more often
Repairing the Chancel roof

Success and Stewardship…
We estimate that we have two years to raise the necessary funds and to get
the urgent work underway. The longer we wait the more serious the
problem is likely to become and the higher the likelihood that the Church
will become unsafe to use,
The help and support of the Hinton Waldrist and Duxford Community
is essential and we look forward to seeing our Church prosper and
succeed as we ensure that our stewardship of such an historic
building meets the needs of our community today and tomorrow.
Friends of Hinton Waldrist Church
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